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Nucleation of organic semiconductors on inert substrates
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We have adapted the microscopic theory of nucleation for the epitaxial growth of inorganic materials to the
nucleation of organic small molecules on an inert substrate like the gate dielectric of an organic thin-film
transistor. The parameters required to explore the model were calculated with the standard MM3 force field and
also include experimentally determined vapor pressure data, as well as film growth data. Sufficient agreement
is found between the experimentally determined equilibrium crystal shape and heats of sublimation on the one
hand and the calculated parameters on the other hand. The growth of pentacene, tetracene, and perylene on
inert substrates has been studied in terms of this theory, especially focusing on the two-dimensional~2D! to 3D
nucleation transition. It is demonstrated that 3D nucleation leads to ill-connected grains, while 2D nucleated
grains form continuous films suitable for charge transport. The analysis of this transition allows for the
experimental determination of the molecule-substrate interactions for a given molecule on a given surface. It
was found that the deposition conditions for 2D growth shift to less favorable substrate temperatures and
deposition rates as the difference between interlayer interactions and molecule-substrate interactions increase
and the intralayer interactions decrease. Moreover, those interactions affect the nucleation rate and therefore
the ultimate 2D grain size that can be obtained.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.195409 PACS number~s!: 68.55.2a, 64.60.Qb, 31.70.Ks
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic thin-film transistors~OTFT’s! offer a promising
technology for low-cost large-area electronics on flexi
substrates. Potential applications are in addressing circui
liquid crystal or organic light-emitting diode displays an
radio-frequency identification tags, among others.1 For appli-
cations where current driving capacity and switching sp
are important, ~poly!crystalline sublimed organic smal
molecule thin films have advantages over solution-proces
films because of their higher charge carrier mobility. T
mobility of polycrystalline molecular thin films is intrinsi
cally limited by the charge carrier mobility of the molecul
bulk crystal. Despite the fact that many organic bulk cryst
display charge carrier drift mobilities larger than 1 cm2/V s
at room temperature,2,3 so far only a few materials, like pen
tacene, have demonstrated thin-film charge carrier mobili
approaching their bulk crystal values.4 Moreover, crystallin-
ity and morphology of the thin film have proven to be cruc
in approaching maximum mobilities.5 Apparently, exploita-
tions of a molecular organic semiconductor in active lay
will not so much be limited by the intrinsic charge carri
mobility in the material, but rather by its film growth prop
erties.

Here, we study the nucleation of pentacene, tetracene,
perylene on inert substrates—i.e., a substrate develo
only weak interactions with the physisorbed molecules. Ty
cal examples of such substrates are gate dielectrics of
0163-1829/2003/68~19!/195409~11!/$20.00 68 1954
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FT’s. The forementioned molecules crystallize in a layer
structure with the layers parallel to the inert substrate a
with a herringbone or sandwich herringbone arrangem
within the layers and are ideal candidates for charge tra
port layers in OTFT’s.

It has been found that organic thin-film growth close
mimics the epitaxial growth of inorganic materials.6 Con-
cepts from film growth of inorganic materials have been us
to interpret the growth of organic thin films on ine
substrates.7 We adapt the atomistic theory of nucleation as
formal framework to interpret our results. Our theory pr
dicts that the transition from two-dimensional to thre
dimensional nucleation crosses the range of growth co
tions that is usually applied to prepare polycrystalli
organic thin films. Three-dimensional nuclei form il
connected grains and lead to discontinuous films. Th
films, obviously, are less suited for applications in OTFT
since film continuity is a basic requirement for charge tra
port layers.

II. MODEL

In an organic molecular beam deposition~OMBD! tool,
film growth requires that the vapor phase and crystall
phase deposited on the substrate not be in thermodyna
equilibrium. Equilibrium in systems with constant pressu
and constant temperature is thermodynamically required
be at the minimum of the Gibbs free energyG: i.e., dG
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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50. The equilibrium between a vapor (v) and an infinitely
large crystal (c), both at the same temperature and press
follows from the condition that the minimal Gibbs free e
ergy not change when transferring a molecule from o
phase to the other: i.e., (dG/dn)v5(dG/dn)c or mv
5mc . Here, the chemical potentialm5dG/dn expresses the
work which has to be done in order to change the numbe
particles in the phase by 1. If the ambient vapor phase
supersaturated, the~positive! difference Dm between the
chemical potential of the vapor phase and the infinitely la
crystal ~called ‘‘supersaturation’’! appears as the thermody
namic driving force of the crystallization process.

When at supersaturation a molecule is transferred fr
the vapor to a solid nucleus with finite size rather than to
infinitely large crystal, the energy which is released to
surrounding does not equalDm but is lowered due to finite
size effects.8 The energy required for the formation of a fini
nucleus~shortly, the energy of formation! can then be ex-
pressed as

DG52nabncmuDm1@2nbncc10012nancc010

12nd1ncc121012nd2ncc1101nabc0011nabcs#,

~1!

wherena , nb , nc , nd1 , andnd2 are the number of unit cells
along the edges of the nucleus parallel to the directions
dicated by the subscript, as clarified in Fig. 1~a!, mu is the
number of molecules per unit cell~i.e., mu52 for pentacene
and tetracene andmu54 for the perylene polymorph unde
consideration!, and nab is the total number of unit cells
within one monolayer in theab plane of the nucleus in Fig
1~a! and is fully determined byna , nb , nd1 andnd2 :

nab'naS nb1nd11nd2

2 D1nbS na1nd11nd2

2 D
1nd1S na1nb12nd2

2 D1nd2S na1nb12nd1

2 D . ~2!

FIG. 1. ~a! shows the equilibrium shape in theab plane of a
pentacene nucleus bounded by~010!, ~110!, ~100!, ~1-10!, and~001!
planes, using the parameters for pentacene~2! in Tables I and II.
Dimensions are given in number of unit cells. The nucleus isnc unit
cells high. The absolute dimensions of the nucleus for a cer
supersaturation follow from optimization of Eq.~1! or from the
Wulff rule. ~b! shows an atomic force microscopy picture (
35 mm2) of an isolated pentacene grain grown at very low sup
saturations.
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Equation ~2! neglects the linear terms1nd11nd2 to ease
calculation. It is assumed and validated later that the nuc
is bounded by ten surfaces, including the top surface and
substrate interface. The first term of Eq.~1! then expresses
the energy released upon transferringmunabnc molecules
from the vapor to an infinitely large crystal. The second te
corrects for the finite size of a nucleus containingmunabnc
molecules in terms of the specific free surface energies
unit cell, which are defined as half the work spent per u
cell to create two new surfaces~i.e., the work to create one
surface! by splitting an infinitely large crystal,8

c1005
2ca1cd11cd2

2
, ~3a!

c0105
2cb1cd11cd2

2
, ~3b!

c1105
2ca12cb12cd1

2
, ~3c!

c12105
2ca12cb12cd2

2
, ~3d!

c0015
mucc

2
, ~3e!

and in terms of the specific free energy per unit cell at
interface with the substrate, where the adhesion energ
subtracted from the free surface energy,8

cs5c0012mucmol-sub. ~3f!

Here, as in Fig. 2,ca , cb , cd1 , andcd2 are the strengths o
the nearest-neighbor interactions between two molecule
the direction indicated by the subscript. These strengths
defined as the absolute value of the intermolecular inte
tion energy at equilibrium geometry. Similarly,cc and
cmol-sub are the interaction strengths between one molec
and a neighboring~001! layer of molecules and between on
molecule and the substrate, respectively. Those formulas
apply for perylene providedca , cb , cd1 , andcd2 are in-
terpreted as nearest-neighbor interactions between
dimers rather than between two individual molecules.

Note that it is assumed that theab plane of the crystal is
parallel to the substrate surface. This is typically true
organic crystals of the herringbone or sandwich herringb
type ~following the crystal structure classification in Re
9!,10–12 which have intense two-dimensional in-plane inte
actions. When those are grown on inert substrates—i.e.,
strates that do not induce interactions with the adsorb
molecules that are stronger than their bulk crys
interactions—theab plane will indeed grow parallel to the
substrate surface in order to maximize the intralayer inter
tions. A more formal way to verify the nucleus orientation o
the substrate would be to calculate the minimum energy
nucleus formation of all possible orientations with respect
the substrate.
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FIG. 2. ~a! gives a view normal to the~001! plane and defines the intralayer nearest-neighbor interactions along the various dire
between pentacene molecules, while~b! defines the interlayer interaction and the substrate-nucleus interaction. For perylene, all fo
apply when the intralayer interactions are defined as the interactions between dimers. The interlayer interactions for perylene are s
per molecule.
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Equation~1! shows that the formation of a nucleus is
competition between the energy released when transfer
molecules from the supersaturated vapor inside the volu
of an aggregate~first term! and the energy required to crea
phase-dividing surfaces~second term!. A nucleus is formed
by adding one molecule after another to an aggregate.
small aggregates, adding another molecule increases the
face effects, and the aggregate becomes more unstable.
certain critical size with maximal instability, there a
enough molecules that can arrange themselves to minim
edge effects such that the volume effect becomes domi
when adding new molecules to the aggregate; i.e., add
new molecules improves the stability of the aggregate
growth of the nucleus is favored more than its decay. In ot
words, the energy of nucleus formation can be regarded a
energy barrier which has to be overcome to create a st
nucleus.

The minimal size of this critical nucleus and therefo
also its thermodynamically most stable shape can be fo
by differentiating Eq.~1! to na , nb , nc , nd1 , andnd2 and
setting those differentials to zero.8 The solution of that set o
equations expresses the critical dimensionsna* , nb* , nc* ,
nd1* , and nd2* in terms of the supersaturationDm and the
nearest-neighbor interactions:

na* 5
nc* ~2c0102c12102c110!

~c0011cs2muncDm!
, ~4a!
ur
le
:
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nb* 5
nc* ~2c1002c12102c110!

~c0011cs2muncDm!
, ~4b!

nc* 5maxS 2~c0011cs!

muDm
,1D , ~4c!

nd1* 5
nc* ~c12102c0102c100!

~c0011cs2muncDm!
, ~4d!

nd2* 5
nc* ~c1102c0102c100!

~c0011cs2muncDm!
. ~4e!

Note that if some surface energies become too large,
surface will be excluded from the equilibrium shape of t
nucleus~i.e.,ni* 50, with i 5a, b, c, d1, ord2), and Eq.~1!
will have to be rewritten.

The height of the nucleus can physically not become l
than one monolayer: i.e.,nc* >1. A nucleus withnc* 51 is
called a two-dimensional~2D! nucleus. Ifnc* .1, the nucleus
grows three-dimensionally~3D!; i.e., the height of the criti-
cal nucleus in its thermodynamically most stable form sca
with its lateral dimensions. The energy of formation of
critical nucleus then becomes
DG3D* 5
4~c0011cs!@2~c0101c100!~c1101c1210!22c010

2 22c100
2 2c110

2 2c1210
2 #

~muDm!2 , ~5a!

DG2D* 5
@2~c0101c100!~c1101c1210!22c010

2 22c100
2 2c110

2 2c1210
2 #

muDm2~c0011cs!
. ~5b!
Three-dimensional nucleation is possible for all supersat
tions Dm.0. Two-dimensional nuclation becomes possib
only when a critical supersaturationDmcr has been reached
a-
Dmcr5

c0011cs

mu
5cc2cmol-sub. ~6!
9-3
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TABLE I. Crystal structure data of the molecules and polymorphs considered in this study. The la
rows compare the heats of sublimation as predicted by the intermolecular interactions calculated w
MM3 force field with the experimentally determined heats of sublimation. The heat of sublimationDHsubl

consists of the binding energy BE'ca1cb1cc1cd11cd2 , the translational and rotational energies~to-
gether 3RT), and an additionalRT term to convert the internal energy (BE13RT) into enthalpy within the
ideal gas approximation. For perylene, the binding energy is estimated as BE'(ca1cb12cc1cd11cd2

1cdimer)/2. The temperatureT is chosen within the temperature range that was used to experimen
determineDHsubl for each molecule.

Pentacene~1! Pentacene~2! Tetracene Perylene

a @Å# 7.90 6.265 6.057 11.277
b @Å# 6.06 7.786 7.838 10.826
c @Å# 16.01 14.511 13.010 10.263
a @deg# 101.90 76.650 77.127 90.000
b @deg# 112.60 87.500 72.118 100.550
g @deg# 85.80a 84.610b 85.792c 90.000d

BEMM3 @kcal/mol# 31.0 30.5 24.9 25.8
4RT @kcal/mol# 4.0 (T5500 K) 4.0 (T5500 K) 3.6

(T5450 K)
2.9
(T5370 K)

DHsubl'BE14RT @kcal/mol# 35.0 34.5 28.5 28.7
DHsubl,experimental@kcal/mol# 37.7e

37.0g
37.7e

37.0g
29.8e 30.2f

aReference 21.
bReference 22.
cReference 24.
dReference 25.
eReference 29.
fReference 31.
gReference 30. This value is obtained by fitting the vapor pressures between 495 and 530 K. The enth
sublimation at 298.15 K was calculated to be 43.9 kcal/mol, which seems rather high. This calculated
is obtained by extrapolating the experimentally determined enthalpy of sublimation over a 200 K tem
ture range, assuming a constant specific heat at constant pressure. In addition, the specific heat at
pressure was not determined experimentally for pentacene, but extrapolated from experimental va
polycyclic hydrocarbons with a smaller number of benzene rings. Both extrapolations are questiona
es
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If Dmcr is positive, the formation of a 3D nucleus requir
less energy than 2D nucleation for supersaturations belo
certain transition supersaturationDm tr ~Ref. 8!:

Dm tr52Dmcr . ~7!

Below Dm tr , 3D nucleation will therefore be more probab
than 2D nucleation. AtDm tr , the thermodynamically mos
favorable 3D nucleus is exactly one monolayer high: i.e.,
thermodynamically most stable 3D nucleus is a 2D nucle
At supersaturations higher thanDm tr , the thermodynami-
cally most stable 3D nucleus shape would be less than
monolayer high. Since this shape is physically not realiza
2D nucleation will become most probable. However, depe
ing on the substrate surface energy,Dmcr can also be nega
tive, in which case the energy of formation will always b
lower for 2D than for 3D nucleation, and nucleation c
already occur at undersaturation.8

Three-dimensional nuclei form ill-connected, isolat
grains. When the height of the nucleus decreases and
lateral dimensions of the nucleus gain importance with
spect to the height, the film grows more continuously. U
mately, continuous films with two-dimensionally nucleat
19540
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grains are formed. Therefore, ifDmcr.0, Eq.~7! can be used
in a first approximation to distinguish between organic sm
molecular semiconductors that will grow continuous tw
dimensional films on inert substrates under favoura
growth conditions—i.e., which are good candidates
charge-transport layers in OTFT’s—and those that will gr
noncontinuous films at similar growth conditions. Notice th
the choice of substrate or surface treatment plays a very
portant role as well in determining the nucleation mode.

III. MODEL PARAMETERS

A. Intermolecular interactions

The strengths of the nearest-neighbor interactionsca ,
cb , cc , cd1 , cd2 , and cdimer are estimated by molecula
mechanic calculations with Allinger’s MM3 force field,13 us-
ing the TINKER package.14 This force field has been specifi
cally designed for quantitative studies of the structures
vibrational properties of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbo
in the gas phase and crystals. One of the advantages o
MM3 force field over other molecular mechanic approach
~CHARMM, AMBER, etc.! is that it includes specific contribu
9-4
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TABLE II. ca–cd2 give the energy of the interactions between nearest neighbors in the direction
subscript. For pentacene and tetracene, those nearest neighbors are individual molecules, while for
intralayer nearest neighbors~within the ab plane! are dimers and interlayer nearest neighbors are individ
molecules. To split a dimer into individual molecules, an energycdimer needs to be supplied. Based on th
nearest-neighbor interactions and unit cell parameters, it is possible to calculate the surface energiess of the
surfaces that bind the nucleus. For comparison, surface energies computed in Ref. 34 have been inc
between brackets. Also given is the number of molecules in a 2D nucleus at the transition supersatura
its energy of formation, assuming no interaction between the nucleus and substrate.

Pentacene~1! Pentacene~2! Tetracene Perylene

ca @eV# 0.033 0.293 0.246 0.026
cb @eV# 0.311 0.035 0.025 0.185
cc @eV# 0.150 0.141 0.134 0.252
cd1 @eV# 0.435 0.438 0.329 0.478
cd2 @eV# 0.418 0.417 0.346 0.478
cdimer @eV# - - - 0.567
s100 @meV/Å2# 4.8 ~4.8! 6.6 5.9 4.6
s010 @meV/Å2# 6.3 ~6.4! 5.1 4.8 5.6
s001 @meV/Å2# 3.2 ~3.1! 2.9 2.8 4.2
s110 @meV/Å2# 5.2 ~4.7! 5.2 4.8 4.3
s1210 @meV/Å2# 5.0 ~4.8! 5.5 5.0 4.3

dmunab@Dm tr(cmol-sub50)# e 22 25 18 4
DG2D* @Dm tr(cmol-sub50)#
@eV#

3.29 3.43 2.30 0.88
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tions for the out-of-plane deformation of aromatic ring
Also, in a MM3 treatment, the stretching and torsion for
constants in conjugated segments are reparametrized
tively at each step of a geometry optimization onp densities
computed using a self-consistent-field~SCF! procedure.15 By
virtue of its parametrization, this force field sustains ve
favorably the comparison with thorough quantum mecha
cal calculations involving exceedingly large basis sets
benchmark treatments of electron correlation.16 In the
present work, in order to avoidp-SCF computations on sys
tems with several thousands of atoms, we restrict such
arametrization to force constants computed within a sin
unit cell, considering that intermolecular interactions ha
negligeable impact onp densities~an assertion which ha
already been checked in MM3 studies of catenanes,17 clus-
ters of fullerenes,18 or model chains of poly-para-phenylen
vinylene19!. Next, the experimentally determined unit ce
parameters, listed in Table I, are used to build aggreg
containing up to 2304 atoms, along with a replication of t
force constants computed for a single unit cell. The struct
of those aggregates is then relaxed into the minimum po
tial structure for the applied MM3 force field with the rep
arametrized force constants, while the experimental unit
parameters are enforced by periodic boundary box co
tions. Within this relaxed structure, the nonbonded inter
tion between pairs of nearest-neighbor molecules is ca
lated. The periodic boundary box conditions are required
select a specific polymorph structure.

Different polymorphs of pentacene have been interpre
in function of a gliding motion at thep-H ~face to edge!
overlap of neighboring inequivalent molecules.20 Without the
periodic boundary box condition, the MM3 force field r
laxes to an aggregate with crystal unit cell anglesa'b
19540
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'90° and ap-H interaction which is close to maximal an
with unit cell lengths that are predicted rather accurate
Two different polymorphs of pentacene have been calcula
using the periodic boundary box conditions. The two po
morphs selected21,22 mimic most closely the polymorphs ob
served in pentacene thin films.10 These, moreover, have bee
shown to yield the most stable pentacene polymorphs.23 For
tetracene, the crystal structure in Ref. 24 has been used.
a polymorph is selected for perylene,25 since theb phase is
stable only above 413 K or metastable.2 The unit cell param-
eters for all crystals under consideration are listed in Tabl

Table I also compares the estimated heats of sublima
based on calculations of internal energy differences with
MM3 force field with experimentally determined heats
sublimation. In straightforward analogy with the conversi
of MM3 energies into heats~enthalpies! of formation within
the ideal gas approximation,26–28 the heats~enthalpies! of
sublimation are obtained in first approximation by addi
thermodynamical corrections for free rotation@(3/2)RT# and
translations@(3/2)RT# in the gas phase to the MM3 bindin
energies~BE’s!, along with the mechanical work (RT) re-
quired for transferring one mole of molecules from the so
to the gas phase~with R andT the universal gas constant an
the sublimation temperature, respectively!. The binding en-
ergy of a molecule in the crystal is calculated with neare
neighbor interactions, neglecting interactions with more d
tant molecules. The Knudsen effusion method was used
the experimental determination of the heats of sublimat
by measuring the temperature dependences of the v
pressure.29–31 Vapor pressure measurements of vapor-gro
organic materials are not routine, however, and can v
substantially.32,33For pentacene, the polymorph, of which th
9-5
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vapor pressure data was measured, was not identified
have assumed the same vapor pressure data for both
morphs, since our calculations show only minor differenc
in binding energies. The calculated heats of sublimation
proach nicely the experimental results, and their energy o
is predicted correctly.

Table II summarizes the nearest-neighbor interacti
which are required to calculate the energy of nucleus form
tion and which were used to estimate the heat of sublima
in Table I. The nearest-neighbor interactions are respons
for over 95% of the interactions between an individual m
ecule and the rest of the aggregate, proving that seco
nearest-neighbor interactions can effectively be neglec
and that the ‘‘atomistic’’ approach describing the nucleus f
mation in terms of a limited number of discrete interactio
is applicable.

Last, the specific free surface energiess per unit area can
be calculated for each crystal surface based on the nea
neighbor interactions and the unit cell parameters and
listed in Table II:

s1005
c100

bc sina
, s0105

c010

ac sinb
, s0015

c001

ab sing
, etc.

~8!

Despite the entirely different nature of the treatment wh
has been adopted here, the values obtained agree extre
well with total-energy calculations of the surface energies
means of density-functional theory, using first-principl
pseudopotentials and a local density approximation: nam
the Ceperley-Alder exchange correlation energy functio34

The sole exception arises withs110, for which a discrepancy
of 10% is seen.

From ratios of specific free surface energies, one can
dict equilibrium crystal shapes according to Wulff’s rule.8 In
Fig. 1~a!, we compare such a theoretical prediction for t
equilibrium shape of a pentacene nucleus bounded by~010!,
~110!, ~100!, ~1-10!, and ~001! planes with an atomic force
microscopic~AFM! picture of an isolated grain grown a
very low supersaturation. The agreement between theory
experiment is very satisfactory. None of the surfaces in Ta
II has a high enough surface energy to be excluded from
equilibrium shape, validating the choice of the ten nucle
bounding surfaces in Eqs.~1! and ~2!. The calculated equi-
librium crystal shape reproduces the main characteristic
isolated 3D pentacene grains grown at very low supersat
tions, as the one in Fig. 1~b!.

Since the heats of sublimation, which depend on the m
nitude of the nearest-neighbor interactions, as well as
equilibrium shapes of nuclei, which depend on ratios of
nearest-neighbor interactions, are predicted well enough
ing the MM3 force field, we are confident that the values
the nearest-neighbor interactions are good approximatio

B. Supersaturation

Another important parameter which is required to explo
the model described here is supersaturation, which dep
on the vapor pressure of the material and on the gro
conditions. For ambient vapor at a pressurePv and an infi-
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nitely large crystal at the same temperatureT and for small
deviations from the equilibrium vapor pressureP` , the su-
persaturation can be expressed as8

Dm5E
P`

Pv ]mv

]P
dP2E

P`

Pv ]mc

]P
dP5RT lnS Pv

P`
D ~9!

by treating the vapor as an ideal gas, whereR is the universal
gas constant. In a first approximation for typical OMBD co
ditions, the substrate can be thought of as a virtual infinit
large crystal at substrate temperatureTsub, and the ambient
vapor pressurePv sensed by the substrate can be estima
from the deposition rateF as measured, e.g., by a quar
crystal monitor.35 Using experimentally determined vapo
pressure data,29,31 the supersaturation can be written as
function of measurable quantities. Vapor pressure data ca
expressed in the form

ln@P`~T!#'A2
DHsubl

RT
, ~10!

whereDHsubl is the heat of sublimation andA an experimen-
tally determined term related to the entropy
sublimation.35,29 Note thatDHsubl is approximately the en-
ergy required to separate a molecule from a half-crystal
sition and depends on the nearest-neighbor interaction
described above. The supersaturation is then given by

Dm'RTsublnSA2pMRTsubF

P`~Tsub!
D

'DHsubl1RTsub@ ln~A2pMRTsubF!2A#, ~11!

whereM is the molecular mass andF is the deposition rate
Equation~11! is derived assuming that the molecules ca
tured by the substrate thermalize and form a ‘‘gas’’ at t
substrate temperature, which provides the molecules to f
a nucleus. Strictly speaking, Eq.~11! is valid solely for 3D
nucleation, because the supersaturation is referenced ag
the chemical potential of an infinitely large crystal and not
the chemical potential of the thin film. The chemical pote
tial of the thin film is cc2cmol-sub lower than the chemica
potential of the infinitely large crystal. This difference can
first approximation be neglected for the materials under c
sideration, in comparison to the contributions of the oth
intermolecular interactions to the chemical potential, and
~11! can then also be used to describe 2D nucleation.

IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

A. Pentacene

We calculated the nucleation behavior of pentacene~2! in
Fig. 3~a!. Using only the experimentally determined vap
pressure data, we predict the OMBD conditions at wh
there is no supersaturation (Dm50). This condition is
drawn as a solid line. At higher supersaturations, 3D nuc
ation is possible. Including also the calculated neare
neighbor interactions and assuming no substrate interact
(cmol-sub50), we furthermore do predict the OMBD cond
tions that create the critical supersaturationDmcr ~dashed
9-6
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FIG. 3. ~a! Growth modes for pentacene~2! assumingcmol-sub50. The solid line indicates zero supersaturation (Dm50) at the given flux
and substrate temperature. Below the solid line, three-dimensional~3D! nucleation is possible. For growth conditions below the dashed
(Dm5Dmcr), two-dimensional~2D! nucleation is possible. 2D nucleation becomes more likely than 3D nucleation only below the
line (Dm5Dm tr52Dmcr). In a first approximation, only growth conditions below the dotted lines (Dm.Dm tr) will give rise to continuous
films. The size of the growth window for 3D nucleation is therefore fully determined byDm tr , depending strongly oncmol-sub. Note that
each line is also an equipotential contour for the energy of formation: at the solid lines,DG3D* becomes infinitely large, while at the dashe
lines DG2D* becomes infinite@see Eq.~5!#. ~b! Growth modes for pentacene~2! on a UV-ozone-treated SiO2 substrate. Solid circles show
experimentally determined growth conditions at which the film appears continuous/2D, crosses are noncontinuous films/3D. The
supersaturation is fitted withcmol-sub50.105 eV. The window for 3D growth is significantly narrowed compared to the situation
cmol-sub50 eV. Note that the substrate temperature in our experiments is calibrated to indicate the temperature at the surface of th
~c! Indicative values forcmol-sub for various surface treatments on SiO2 , based on the experimentally determined transition subst
temperature from continuous to noncontinuous growth at a constant flux of 0.25 Å/s. Using the theory presented here, the corre
cmol-sub can then be calculated. If the substrate is a pentacene crystal, the film will always nucleate two dimensionally. For substr
even higher molecule-substrate interactions,cmol-sub can be determined by findingDmcr—i.e., the transition from growth~always 2D for
thosecmol-sub) to no growth.
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line!. Above the critical supersaturation, 2D nucleation
possible. Under those same assumptions, the OMBD co
tions leading to the transition supersaturationDm tr can be
plotted. AtDmcr,Dm,Dm tr both 2D and 3D nucleation co
exist in principle, yet 3D nucleation is far more probable.
Dm.Dm tr , 2D nucleation is dominant. Since 3D nucleat
films tend to grow ill-connected isolated grains,Dm tr can be
in first approximation also be thought of as being the tran
tion from noncontinuous to continuous films. In Fig. 3~a! it
can be seen that the region for 3D growth at substrates
cmol-sub'0 is appreciable and within the range of easily a
cessible growth conditions. Ifcmol-sub increases, this 3D
nucleation window will become smaller and vanishes
cmol-sub5cc . If cmol-sub.cc , Dmcr is negative as follows
from Eq. ~6! and the film will always nucleate two dimen
sionally, even at undersaturations 0.Dm.Dmcr . Note that
if cmol-sub@cc , the nucleus might change crystal orientati
such that the~001! face is not parallel to the substrate an
more, and Eqs.~1!–~7! will need to be recalculated to fin
the new crystal orientation with minimal energy of nucle
formation.

It is clear from this analysis thatDm tr52(cc2cmol-sub) is
the most important parameter determining the mode
nucleation and that for a given material the choice of s
strate or surface modification allows some control over
mode of nucleation. In the present study, theDm tr terms for
given molecule-substrate pairs are estimated from the m
phology of the pentacene films. Specifically, using atom
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force microscopy~tapping mode! to identify the nucleation
mode, it is possible to locate within a narrow window
growth conditions in substrate temperature versus flux p
~see, e.g., Fig. 3! the transition from a 2D nucleated film to
3D nucleated film. Alternatively, this transition can often al
be identified by means of an optical microscope, when
amining the continuity of the film. As can be seen in F
3~b! for pentacene~2!, this growth window accurately fol-
lows a constant supersaturation contour, in this caseDm
'0.072 eV ~or cmol-sub'0.105 eV when using the valu
from Table II for cc) when growing pentacene in ultra hig
vacuum on a UV-ozone-treated SiO2 surface. The supersatu
ration fitting the 2D to 3D nucleated film transition is th
transition supersaturationDm tr52Dmcr for the given
molecule-substrate pair~for Dm.0; if Dm,0, the transition
from film growth to no film growth will in principle be fitted
by Dmcr). Note that some care is required in interpreting t
morphology, since pentacene will nucleate two dimensi
ally on another pentacene layer (Dm tr50 if cmol-sub5cc). It
is thus possible to have a 2D overgrowth on top of the
nucleation layer.

The procedure outlined above does not only provide
last unknown parameter for calculating the energy of nucl
formation, but also allows comparison of the growth of
molecular thin film on different surface treatments. A fir
indicative determination of the pentacene-substrate inte
tion for various surface treatments is given in Fig. 3~c!. In
light of this theory, the molecule-substrate interacti
9-7
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FIG. 4. The nucleation modes of pentacen
tetracene, and perylene forcmol-sub50.105 eV.
The solid lines demonstrate zero supersaturat
for each material; the dotted lines are at transiti
supersaturation. The lines at zero supersatura
are solely determined by the vapor pressure
each material. Perylene has a much larger w
dow for 3D growth, indicating thatcmol-subis sig-
nificantly smaller thancc .
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cmol-sub is a more relevant parameter than hydrophobicity
surface energy,36 yet will not be the only relevant surface
dependent parameter as soon as surface diffusion proc
come into play.8

B. Tetracene

In addition to pentacene, we also calculated the nuclea
behavior of two other organic small-molecular semicondu
ing materials: tetracene and perylene. The results are sh
in Fig. 4, assumingcmol-sub50.105 eV for all three materials
Both pentacene and tetracene have similar interlayer nea
neighbor interactionscc and can be assumed to have simi
cmol-sub as well, given their similar molecular structur
However, the heat of sublimation of tetracene is lower due
lower intralayer interactions. The intralayer interactions
governed by thep-p and p-H interactions and approxi
mately scale with the length of the molecule—i.e., the nu
ber of benzene rings.34 The standard vapor pressure of te
racene is higher than the vapor pressure for pentacene,29 and
therefore the same supersaturation is reached at lower
strate temperatures and higher deposition rates. This pic
qualitatively describes results published in literature.12

The window for 3D growth is relatively narrow for bot
pentacene and tetracene. The conditions to grow 3D
racene films are more easily accessible than 3D penta
films though, requiring less heating or cooling of the su
strate at convenient deposition rates (;0.1– 1 Å/s). Yet we
experimentally verified that 3D pentacene grains can be
tained at elevated substrate temperatures, as illustrate
Fig. 5~a!.

Recall that the energy of formation of a nucleus is ac
ally a barrier against nucleation and therefore is an impor
parameter in determining the nucleation rate.8 In all cases,
the lowest 2D nucleation rates can be obtained at condit
close to the transition supersaturation. Although the tra
tion supersaturation for pentacene and tetracene is very s
lar, the energy of formation of a tetracene nucleus at t
supersaturation is smaller than the energy required to for
pentacene nucleus due to the lower intralayer interact
~Table II!. In other words, nucleation rates for tetrace
would be higher than for pentacene, favoring smaller gra
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for tetracene than for pentacene. Yet it should be kep
mind that the final grain size is not only determined by t
energy of formation, but also by diffusion and desorpti
processes.8

C. Perylene

Perylene has a heat of sublimation similar to tetrace
Yet the interlayer interactionscc are stronger for perylene
than for tetracene. The rationale for this is that perylene
bulkier molecule with a longer interaction width along th
interlayer surface@i.e., one perylene molecule has four C-
bindings pointing to a neighboring molecular~001! layer#,
while tetracene and pentacene only have a small width
interact@in this case, only two C-H bindings are pointing
a neighboring molecular~001! layer#. Each atom or C-H
binding pointing out of the~001! surface is an interaction sit
for noncovalent interactions with atoms or bindings fro
neighboring surfaces. Thus a perylene crystal has a la
number of interaction sites at its~001! surface than penta
cene or tetracene: perylene has 0.13 C-H bindings/Å2 point-
ing out of the ~001! surface, while pentacene has on
0.08 C-H bindings/Å2 pointing out of its~001! surface. The
strength of the interaction between two surfaces varies w
the density of interaction sites at each of the surfaces.
interaction strength of molecules to a surface (cmol-sub) with
given density of interaction sites is to a first instance prop
tional to the density of binding sites at the molecules. By
same reasoning, the interaction strengthcc between molecu-
lar layers increases more than proportionally with the den
of the binding sites at the molecules. Hence,cc will increase
more than proportional withcmol-sub when increasing the
density of the interaction sites of the~001! molecular surface
while keeping the density of the interaction sites at the s
strate constant. Therefore, the transition supersaturatio
expected to increase superlinearly with the interaction wi
of the molecule, and thus it will be more difficult to grow
2D perylene film on a given surface than to grow a 2D t
racene or pentacene film, which is consistent with the exp
mental observation in Fig. 5.

All our perylene films grow three dimensionally, whic
we attribute to a high 2D-3D transition supersaturationDm tr
9-8
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FIG. 5. Atomic force microscopy pictures, each 535 mm2 in size, of ~a! 3D pentacene grains, grown atTsub'337 K and f
'0.05 Å/s on UV-ozone-treated SiO2 . ~b! 2D pentacene grains, grown atTsub'334 K andf'0.05 Å/s on SiO2 . The terraces have
monolayer height.~c! 3D perylene grains, grown atTsub'275 K ~not calibrated! andf'0.3 Å/s on iso-propyl-alcohol-~IPA-! treated SiO2 .
~d! 3D perylene grains, grown atTsub'275 K ~not calibrated! andf'1.3 Å/s, on IPA-treated SiO2 . The supersaturation in~d! is higher than
in ~c!. The height scales of the cross sections are, respectively, 190 nm, 19 nm, 320 nm, and 66 nm.
195409-9
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in addition to the high vapor pressure. The relatively hi
Dm tr means thatcmol-sub is appreciably smaller thancc for
the surfaces used@UV-ozone-treated SiO2 , isopropanol-
~liquid-! treated SiO2 , and octadecyltrichlorosilane-~OTS,
vapor-! treated SiO2] and leads to a wide window for 3D
nucleation, as expected from the above analysis. The
vapor pressure in combination with the wide window for 3
nucleation leads to the requirement of extensive subst
cooling and very high deposition rates to obtain 2D nuc
ation for the given surfaces. Figure 5~c! shows an example o
3D perylene grains. For comparison, Fig. 5~d! shows a
perylene film with 3D grains, obtained at higher supersa
ration. Since in the latter the supersaturation is higher
therefore the barrier against nucleus formation is lower,
nucleation rate is higher. Although the grains start to gr
together and have crossed the percolation threshold, ther
still voids. Field effect hole mobilities extracted from th
OTFT saturation regime on those thin films never excee
0.003 cm2/V s for purified perylene. The high transition su
persaturation ultimately limits the maximum 2D grain size
a continuous film moreover to even smaller dimensions t
for tetracene, since the energy of formation will be lower d
to the highDm tr .

V. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, we have interpreted the growth of pen
cene, tetracene, and perylene on inert substrates using
microscopic theory of nucleation for the epitaxial growth
inorganic materials. These molecules crystallize in a laye
structure with the layers parallel to the inert substrate
with a herringbone or sandwich herringbone arrangem
within the layers, providing goodp-orbital overlap for intra-
layer charge transport.

To form a continuous layer capable of transporting cha
carriers, on a dielectric surface like in OTFT’s, tw
dimensional nucleation is favored over 3D nucleation. T
stronger the interlayer interactions and the smaller
molecule-substrate interactions, the larger the window
grow 3D grains, while the stronger the intralayer intera
tions, the more this window shifts to higher substra
temperatures—i.e., the more accessible the 2D growth c
ditions become.

As a rule of thumb, we suggest that molecules with
higher aspect ratio—i.e., a longer interaction length for
e
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tralayer interactions and a short interaction width for int
layer interactions—will have a larger region for 2D growt
Both cc andcmol-subscale with the interaction width, and fo
shorter interaction widths the transition supersaturation w
therefore decrease overall, resulting in a larger deposi
window for 2D growth. Molecules with a higher aspect rat
will also have a higher energy of nucleus formation due
the higher intralayer interactions, as can be seen from E
~5! and ~7!. The higher energy of nucleus formation wi
result in a higher barrier against nucleation and thus cont
utes to a lower nucleation rate, favoring larger grain siz
Moreover, molecules with longer interaction length will ha
a larger heat of sublimation and will make the growth wi
dow for 2D growth more accessible without substrate co
ing ~stated differently, the 3D growth window will shift to
higher substrate temperatures and lower fluxes!. These kind
of molecules—e.g., pentacene—will have the ability to fo
continuous films, potentially with large grains, at convenie
growth conditions, and seem promising for charge transp
applications as in OTFT’s. Similarly, we predict that larg
molecules with similar molecular and crystalline structur
as perylene, like terrylene or quaterrylene, will have simi
transition supersaturations as perylene, yet higher heat
sublimation and therefore lower vapor pressures, which w
move the 2D growth window to more accessible deposit
conditions. Perylene itself, on the other hand, appears
have a strong tendency for three-dimensional nucleation
tends to form ill-connected films with poor charge carr
properties. In any case, however, the molecule-substrate
teraction is an important parameter controlling the grow
mode.
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